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THE CONNECTED AIRLINE
The most successful airline connects
its entire organization, end to end
By Lauren Lovelady I Ascend Staff

The seamless flow of realtime information across
every aspect of an airline’s network is vital to
its long-term success.
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Connectivity Defined True connectivity works in real time. An overload of information, outdated and incorrect data, and mixed messages cause chaos and
represent anything but a truly connected airline.

T

he desire to be “in the know”
— to be “connected” — is an
integral part of life in the 21st
century. This desire has been
bolstered by a deluge of savvy
tablet computers and smartphones into
the marketplace during the last few years.
In fact, more than 100 tablets from
almost all major manufacturers were featured at this year’s International Consumer
Electronics Show. These devices and
many others provide consumers with virtually countless ways to process, send and
receive up-to-date information in a matter
of seconds, around the clock. What’s
more, the decreasing size and increasing
mobility of these devices enables people
to communicate anywhere in the world: on
land, on sea and in the air.
But of what value is all this information
unless it’s presented in a concise, understandable format that enables individuals
to plan more efficiently, work smarter,
spend more wisely and prepare for the
future?
Effective communication is essential
to developing a truly connected environment — at an individual level, a corporate

level and an industry level. Businesses,
such as airlines, after all, comprise people
and are designed to serve specific target
audiences. For reasons similar to those
of individuals, they rely on updated information to make critical decisions that
have the potential to improve operational
performance, reduce costs, increase customer loyalty and strengthen employee
engagement.
In turn, the tech-savvy consumers who
spend their hard-earned money on products and services in support of industries
worldwide expect those businesses to
communicate, operate and respond in like
manner.

“Connected” Defined

Connectivity is more than just collecting
and providing information. It is the seamless flow of critical real-time information
across an organization’s entire operation
from end to end based on the determination of which data is needed, why the data
is needed and how the data will be used,
with a focus on long-term productivity rather than the latest novelty. Individuals and
businesses that are effectively connected

can quickly pinpoint the location and health
of their assets 24/7 and make timely,
accurate decisions about them.
Connectivity is a dynamic, evolving process that understands communication, be it
positive or negative, and occurs around the
clock. Today, individuals’ opinions can have
powerful, immediate impact. Therefore, it’s
imperative to recognize that an overload
of information, outdated data, the wrong
data, mixed messages and confusing
formats produce chaos, not connectivity.

Facing The Facts

Based on their complex operations and
the sometimes cumbersome, yet necessary, regulations and agencies overseeing
them, airlines and the worldwide aviation
industry often seem to move at a snail’s
pace — a stark contrast to frenetic activity
in today’s marketplace.
The constraints imposed on them have
resulted in major operational inefficiencies and consumer frustration. Although
many carriers’ have integrated advanced
technology solutions into various areas
of their operations, the seamless flow of
real-time information across every aspect
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of an airline’s network, from end to end,
has really yet to be attained. Some airlines
still rely heavily on manual labor to perform
tasks now easily handled by automation
as well as antiquated processes that have
given way to proven best practices.
Recent innovations in areas, such as
electronic flight bags (EFBs), wireless
and hand-held devices, self check-in and
e-ticketing, offer airlines an infinite number
of ways to effectively connect with passengers, employees, partners and others in
the industry, as well as efficiently track the
location and condition of their assets, from
wheelchairs, to baggage carts, to aircraft.
At the same time, some executives
and analysts in the airline industry have
noted that these innovations are entering
the marketplace at such a rapid pace that
today’s “latest and greatest” technology
will be outdated in a matter of months.
Why invest until the pace of development slows down? The simple truth …
it’s not going to slow down, but advanced
technology is being designed and developed in a way that evolves with airline’s
specific needs.
In addition, integrating these various
technology pieces into a carrier’s overall
network may require a large initial capital
investment. Unfortunately, most of an airline’s revenues today are spent on urgent
issues, including climbing gas prices and
rising airport fees.
According to a survey conducted by
SITA last fall, airlines spend an average of
1.7 percent of their total revenue for information technology, compared to typical
expenditures of 2.5 percent to 3.5 percent
in other industries — a perplexing statistic
for an industry that relies heavily on data
and trending for almost every aspect of its
operations from fuel consumption calculations to determining ticket prices.
Other hurdles exist as well. In comparison with other industries, airline workforce
compensation, in large part, is on the
lower end of the scale, while employee
turnover rates are high. Introducing new
technology into a carrier’s existing culture
requires rethinking and redesigning current processes, retraining employees and
further balancing workforce compensation
with upgraded job requirements.
Cultural shifts should be executed with
a focus on an organization’s specific priorities and objectives. Perhaps wisely, most
airline management teams are hesitant
to tackle this daunting task on their own,
without the assistance of consultants
and solutions specialists, who are able to
answer questions, address concerns and
help overcome objections.
Faced with these and other challenges, some airline industry leaders and
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organizational management teams are,
on one hand, understandably reluctant to
invest time and money to further connect
their operations.
On the other hand, some factors exists
that merit further attention:
A recent study in the United States by
Arbitron, an international media and market research firm, noted that frequent
flyers — an airline’s premium target
audience — are early adopters of new
technology and likely to influence the
opinions of family and friends. As a
result, consumer expectations continue
to rise.
Airlines and aircraft operators, particularly in Europe, the Middle East and Asia,
are expressing an increased interest in
EFB technology as the implementation of
the Single European Sky ATM Research
program (SESAR) and the United States’
NextGen Air Transportation System and
its “Best Equipped, Best Served” policy
draw closer. Under these modernized air
traffic management programs, airlines
with connected networks will be given
top priority.
The EFB market continues to stabilize.
Between 2003 and 2009, there were
more than a dozen EFB hardware providers. Today, there are a handful of major
ones focused on commercial aviation.
Once considered a side business, the
retrofit market is rapidly growing as
more airlines decide to hold onto their
existing fleets longer to bolster costreduction initiatives.
Worldwide, the majority of airports are
busier than ever before. An increasing
number of aircraft, including a new breed
of jumbo jets, are stretching runways
and tarmacs to their limits. Yet, in 2010,
the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
reported serious runway incursions in
the United States had dropped by half
from the year before, thanks, in large
part, to an intense effort to expedite
the installation of new technologies on
aircraft and at airports and strengthen
communications. However, minor incursions and near misses (not included in
these calculations) can cause hundreds
of dollars in damage to airline assets and
injuries to employees and passengers.
Connectivity is equally as important on
the ground as it is in the air.
The question is not whether airlines can
afford to be connected, but rather how can
they afford not to be connected?

operations streamlined and expectations
met (see related articles throughout this
special section).
However, there are even more ROIs
that may never be accurately measured
in terms of numbers and percentages,
including:
Real-time deployment and availability of
data 24/7 regarding airline assets on the
ground and in the air,
Greater control over on-time departures
and arrivals,
Increased awareness and communication of immediate safety issues, including developing weather and traffic congestion,
Quicker transmittal and resolution of
maintenance issues resulting from data
received from aircraft while they are still
enroute to their destinations,
Increased passenger satisfaction and
brand loyalty related to new and expanded levels of customer care, including
immediate notification of changes to
travel itineraries,
More accurate and timely positioning of
ground service personnel and equipment
to expedite aircraft turnaround times,
Improved employee accessibility to crew
systems, enabling them to bid on trips,
trade shifts, schedule vacations and conduct other activities while in the air or in
remote locations,
Boost in employee morale, positively
impacting labor relations.
No matter the size or structure of an airline, an end-to-end connected environment
can benefit every aspect of its operation.
Large scheduled airlines with a number of
assets in the air and at hubs worldwide are
often overwhelmed with the task of carefully tracking the location and condition of
each one. Small charter carriers may have
only a handful of aircraft and no hub system, but they still must maintain constant
contact with employees and control over
their assets.
But without cooperation, acceptance
and dialogue within the global airline industry, airlines cannot fully leverage the value
of connectivity. a

The Value Of Connectivity

Certainly, any business case for connectivity should be built on tangible,
measurable results — savings realized,
revenue generated, productivity improved,

Lauren Lovelady can be contacted
at wearelistening@sabre.com.
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TABLETS
The Next-Generation EFB Solution
By Dave Roberts and Dana Knight I Ascend Contributors

Today, many people feel almost helpless when
forgetting to carry their mobile phones — as
if they have been cut off from the rest of
the world. In just a few short years, people
have become accustomed to being linked or
connected to anyone, and anything, they want.
It’s more than mobility. It’s having constant
contact at anytime — to be connected.
Until recently, time spent on an aircraft in
flight was unconnected. From the passengers
to the flight crew, there was a separation from
whatever was happening on the ground with
the aircraft in the air. Essentially, an airline did
not have continuous contact with its most
valuable assets, the aircraft and crew.
Today, in the new world of the “connected
airline,” this is rapidly changing. Not only is
the connection being established from aircraft
and crew to the airline on the ground, but the
passengers onboard are able to connect with
the world outside the fuselage of the aircraft.
With these connections, there are many
new opportunities for airlines to increase efficiency both in the air and on the ground. Of
primary discussion in the aviation community
now is the electronic flight bag (EFB) and its
capabilities onboard the aircraft; in the cockpit
and cabin.
The new air traffic management systems
being designed and developed in Europe and
North America are including in their new
approach the utilization of EFB solutions and
capabilities.
A major challenge to rapid and full deployment of EFB solutions has been the associated
costs for hardware, software and communications. The potential cost savings are substantial
and airlines are finding more reasons to add
EFB systems to their aircraft. One of the
potential solutions is the introduction of tablet
technology such as the iPad (a trademark of
Apple Inc.) and the Android.
Tablets are commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
electronic hardware that do not currently have
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration certification for use. However, three non-scheduled

operators have received specific approval for
use of the iPad.
Also the U.S. FAA recently issued the
Information for Operators (InFO) bulletin,
providing guidance to operators that want
to obtain authorization for the use of tablet
devices as an EFB solution. In the bulletin,
operators are advised to seek EFB authorization from their principal operations inspector.
Installation and airworthiness requirements as
specified in FAA Advisory Circular 120-76B are
still applicable for tablet use.
The price of a tablet is significantly lower
than that of the traditional Class 1 and Class 2
laptops for EFB systems in use today. Although
the tablet solutions today are limited to Class
1 operations and cannot be used during the
critical components of a flight — takeoff and
landing for scheduled carriers — airlines are
already finding justification of the tablet for
potential Class 1 solutions or to augment the
onboard Class 2 system.
One EFB software vendor, U.K.-based
BYTRON, has already introduced a full EFB
package using iPad technology.
“At BYTRON, we recognize the need for
adapting and evolving our products in parallel
with the ever-changing technology of today,”
said BYTRON Aviation Solutions Manager
Simon Clayton. “The launch of skybook®eFB
on the Apple iPad will revolutionize the EFB
market, providing airlines and operators with a
cost-effective solution through the utilization of
a hardware component that people are becoming increasingly familiar with.”
With the cost savings of the tablet, airlines
are finding many ways to utilize the technology
onboard the aircraft to enhance their efficiency
and connectivity. One airline is using the iPad
as a training vehicle to reduce the cost of
centralized training of its crewmembers.
At a recent industry electronic flight bag
users forum held in Montreal, Canada, one of
the primary subjects was the introduction of
iPads into the cockpit. Many airlines are interested in the tablets for Class 1 operation but

are awaiting the outcome of pending issues
for using the unit as a Class 2 device. The most
prominent issue today is that the tablet has a
lithium ion battery, and current standards do
not allow for the charging of the batteries in
the cockpit.
There are already mounting devices that
have been developed for Class 2 in some
aircraft types. The open question now to be
answered by the FAA and other regulatory
agencies is, “What are the testing requirements for tablets in a rapid decompression
situation?”
The price savings and the increasing popularity of tablets, especially among flight crews,
are major reasons the industry will continue
to seek an answer for the move to a Class 2
solution. Software providers such as BYTRON
have gone beyond the evaluation stage and are
convinced that the future of iPads is positive.
The acceptance of an EFB solution is rapidly growing as hardware, software and
communications providers are developing systems with greater benefits and lower price
points. The acceptance of tablets, such as the
iPad, may increase this rapid growth even
more in the very near future. a

Dave Roberts is senior principal and Dana
Knight is a director of airline operations
for Sabre Airline Solutions ®. They can
be contacted at dave.roberts@sabre.
com and dana.knight@sabre.com.
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